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CHAPTER I 
Statement of Problem 
The writer has attempted to make as thorough an ex-
amination as possible of the dynamics of interaction between 
a nurse and a chronically ill mental patient in the hope of 
answering two main questions: 
1.. Can insights be gained into the behavior, feelings, and 
verbalizations of both patient and nurse through an in-
tensive relationship? 
2. Can a close relations~ip with a nurse effect positive be-
havioral changes in a chronically ill mental patient? 
tt Justification of Problem 
The nurse of the ttinsane asylumtt functioned as a 
custodian; nor was there any more required of her. Today 
however, the nurse is moving steadily in the direction of 
deeper dimensions in her function of nursing practice for 
persons who have a psychiatric illness. The leaders of nurs-
ing opine that one significant role for the nurse with ad-
vanced preparation in psychiatric nursing.is that of a nurse-
therapist. There is considerable justification for this 
emerging role of the graduate nurse. In the first and most 
obvious place, the ratio of mental patients to psychiatrists, 
psychologists, and social workers (all of whom have long 
played a therapist role with patient) is such that it is 
2. 
impossible for each patient to have his own therapist who 
can give him the individual treatment and attention he so 
urgently needs. In comparison, there are still many nurses 
who are giving custodial care and performing non-nursing 
functions such as housekeeping, paper work, administrative 
duties, and miscellaneous tasks, which could be accomplished 1 
by other personnel. It is the belief of the writer that 
these nurses could be freed from many of these rtdutiestt to 
perform the much more urgent role; namely, that of a prepared 
nurse~therapist. If the role of the psychiatric nurse is 
ever to change from that of custodian to nurse-therapist, it 
is imperative for nurse-patient relationships to grow and 
bear therapeutic fruit. The nurse, virtually living with 
the patient in his ward situation, is in a unique position to 
establish a therapeutic relationship with him, to interpret 
his behavior and feelings, and to give him support when it is 
needed most. Her role may be purely supportive, or it may be 
dynamic in much the same way as the psychologist's role is 
dynamic,_ depending on the patient, his illness, and the per-
sonality and insight of the nurse. It is one of the purposes 
of this study to search the dynamics of such a relationship 
between a patient and a nurse for the purpose of clarifying 
and illuminating the definition, meaning, and functioning of 
this type of role. It is hoped too, that such a study will 
I . 
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validate the writer's belief that patient's relationships 
with personnel are meaningful to them and influence their re-
covery. 
There is further justification for so closely observ-
ing such a relationship in that the examination in itself is 
belie~ed to lead to certain valid insights, and that the re-
porting of these insights can be a valuable contribution to 
the field of psychiatric nursing. It is the writer's belief 
that a personal and intimate report can sometimes present and 
represent a general experience. In analyzing this personal 
experience, the writer feels that she is not only dealing 
with certain aspects of her relationship with her patient, 
but that she is also writing in some measure.of the inner ex-
periences of other nurses and perhaps of the unconscious at-
titudes of all nurses to their patients. 
Scope and Limitations of Study: 
In following Theodore Reik's1 concept that the self 
is the wealthiest mine of psychological discoveries, the 
writer encounters a serious handicap. Severely limited ex-
perience in dealing with psychotic patients on a professional 
basis puts a serious question mark on accepting the validity 
l Reik, T., The Secret Self. 
4. 
of certain interpretations made. The iriterpretations that 
are made are based on a degree program of basic nursing edu-
cation, three semesters of a Master's program in clinical 
psychiatric nursing, twelve months of teaching experience in 
the area of medical and surgical nursing; four months of 
clinical experience in psychiatric nursing prior to this 
study. It is felt moreover, that the· insights and personal-
ity of the nurse are important tools in positive therapy 
with mentally ill patie~ts and that these qualities are, to 
some extent, independent of experience and education. 
Interpretations of the patient's behavior and ver-
balizations are made on the basis of as much insight as the 
writer was capable of developing in the situation. It may 
be valid that such interpretations remain confined to the 
area of guesswork. This may or may not be, but the nurse-
therapist does not claim to be a ulittle psychiatristtt; nor 
would she be equipped to make unequivocal statements inter-
preting patient's hidden meanings if she ~ a surrogate 
analyst •. The sources and meanings of such impressions on the 
threshold of conscious thinking (which result in interpreta-
tions) always remain surrounded with secrets. The use and 
utilization of supervision in a nurse-patient relationship 
and of a well-kept diary often helps to unshroud some of the 
mystery behind these secrets. As long as you are walking in 
a dense fog, you are unable to see the object near to you. 
As soon as the fog is lifted (often through objective and re-
peated reappraisal of interviews with the patient), you may 
suddenly discern quite clearly things and persons that had 
been there all the time. nThe word becomes fleshn results 
from the ttfleshn being expressed in words (and/or behavior). 
It may also be added that although dynamic interpret 
tions have sometimes been made by the nurse-observer, these 
essentially take a back-seat in the relationship and in 
nur.sing-therapy per se. The main attempts have been -in the 
direction of relationship therapy ••• that is, to establish 
contact rather than to work on psychic problems; to focus on 
the immediate emotional needs of the patient rather than her 
clinical pathology; and to deal directly with the relation-
ship. It seems to thiswriter then, that far from being psy-
choanalysts, requiring the qualifications that such work in-
fers; relationship therapy (or nursing therapy) requires of 
its practitioners, qualifications which are possessed by this 
writer and which will be discussed in a subsequent chapter 
(See Chapter II.). 
Another limitation of this study is its extremely 
narrow scope. Significant conclusions, it may be argued, 
be drawn with any degree of validity, on the basis of 
one case example. This objection is sound if ttconclu-
6 •. 
sionsn mean that the particular ways in which the particular 
nurse related to this particular patient are valid, when ap-
plied by another nurse to another patient. To overcome such 
a limitation, the writer has attempted to conclude valid gen-
eralizations which may be reapplied in subsequent examples. 
The reader may draw his own conclusions, being perhaps more 
aware of the writerrs biases than she is herself. 
In view of the fact that nchronicn schizophrenic pa-
tients require much longer contact than acute patients for 
relationship therapy (or any other treatment) to be effective, 
the most serious limitation to producing positive therapeutic 
~ results is felt to be the limited time in which the relation-
ship was established, sustained, and terminated. It is be-
lieved however, that generalizations about relationship ther-
apy to some extent can be made and that the potentialities of 
such therapy can be inferred. 
In regard to the concluded positive therapeutic re-
sults of nursing-therapy, it should be noted that many factor~· 
lor forces operating on the patient, during the period she was 
seen by the nurse-therapist, remain entirely unaccounted for. 
!Potential factors which may have had either positive or nega-
ltive therapeutic results include a close dependent relation-
lshin with an alcoholic patient, the ndesertiontt of the ward 
!doctor and nurse, the arrival of a new ward nurse who 
~· c~• "•' "•' :; • o" ; '"-'"""".::::rr.: 
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happened to have been the nurse-therapist, the temporary 
termination of the patient's group therapy, and the disturb- ' 
ing element of the death of the patient's mother. In addi-
tion to these factors which were impossible to control, the 
fact that more privileges were granted as t~e patient's be-
havior became more controlled may be assumed to have had 
apeutic results. All of these factors remain uncontrolled 
and unaccounted for in concluding the results of nursing 
therapy. 
Definitions of Terms 
Insight constitutes one of the most experiential 
facts of creative living. It may be defined as a reorganiza-
tion of the perceptual field or a coalescence of ideas in a 
state of intermediate awareness. A description of the exper-
ience may prove to be more meaningful than a definition of 
the term. The writer owes much of the following discussion 
to Hutchinson2 and Reik.3 
Since the intuitive thinker is often in a state of 
problem-generated tension, upon turning away from 
2Hutchinson, E., nstudies in Creative Endeavorn, uv 
ieties of Insighttt, and 11The Nature of Insight0 , in Mullahy, 
P., A Study of Interpersonal Relations, pp. 386-~5 
~eik, T., Listening with the Third Ear. 
8. 
his observations become augmented by a process of realignment 
and development. Related concepts can emerge productively 
when the problem again appears in the consciousness. An in-
sight then arises, as if ttinspired,u to constitute an answer, 
hypothesis, or nhunchn, forming it seems, a short cut to more 
logical and scientific progression. Because of the apparent 
revelation of new material, the experience has often been re-
ferred to as the "ahatt! phenomenon. n Although insightful 
knowing is frequently erroneously regarded to be unrelated 
to past experience, it is more accurately understood to be a 
spontaneous reorganization of already acquired elements. 
These may have been subliminal perceptions of behavior, sub-
tle gestures, facial expression~. Such perceptions which may 
never become conscious as separate elements, may emerge as a 
fully formulated interpretation in the form of an insight. 
When the ttlogical explanationstt in the form of perceived ob-
servations remain subconscious, the insight is referred to as 
being perceived intuitively. 
For the purposes of this paper, ''meaningfultt is de-
fined to be that experience which may be considered a learn-
ing experience by virtue of the insights inherent in it. 
of meaningn refers to a situation in which many insights 
occur and therefore one in which learning takes place. Since 
the writer places high intrinsic value upon learning, 
- --·-----
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intellectual values rate high. A meaningful experience is 
assumed to be a valuable experience in and of itself and ~ 
necessarily as it is related to being of therapeutic value. 
The concept of meaningfulness is given expanded definition 
in Chapter II. 
Nursing therapy, in contrast to psychotherapy, may be 
seen as immediate help or first aid to the mentally ill. The 
nurse attempts to estaolis~ contact, meet the patient•s im-
mediate emotional needs, and handle problems related to the 
relationship, rather than to work on basic psychic problems. 
(For further discussion of this concept, see Chapter II). 
The terms nursing therapy and relationship therapy are used 
interchangeably in this paper. 
Preview of Methodology 
In order to examine the dynamics of interaction with-
in the framework of this study (i.e., the study of one par-
ticular relationship), several methods needed to be consid-
ered in procuring applicable data. These methods consisted 
of: 
l. Review o:f previous similar studies. 
2. Interviewing personnel where patient is situated. 
3· Review of patient 1 s record or ttchartn. 
4. Participant observation o:f the relationship 
10. 
which includes: 
a. Introspection of the observer's feelings and 
actions; observations of the patient. 
b. A record of the relationship in the form of 
a diary. 
c. Periodic analysis of the diary content and 
the relationship in process. 
CHAPTER II 
Theoretical Framework 
Statement and Bases of Hypothesis 
--------. 
An intensive relationship with a chronically ill 
mental patient, which is a meaningful experience for both the 
patient and the nurse,.may be used as a potentially thera-
peutic agent. This study was undertaken in part to validate 
the above hypothesis. It may be stated also, that since the 
full significance of such an hypothesis was not apparent un-
til the completion of the study, the hypothesis was formu-
lated in part as it evolved from the study. 
nMeqningfulrt has been defined in Chapter I as arising 
from a valuable learning experience. If a nurse discovers 
some motivating aspects of her patient's behavior and if she 
introspects to the point of attaining insights into her own 
behavior and feelings, then to that extent she has had a 
meaningful experience. If a patient learns to uncover some 
of his own feelings and also learns to deal with these feel-
ings in a more mature manner than previously, then to that 
extent the patient has had a meaningful experience. What is 
meaningful then is the intellectual endeavor of l~arning wit~ 
in the scope of a nurse-patient relationship. It is implied 
11. 
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in the organization of the hypothesis, that such learning on 
the part of the participants o~ the relationship produces 
therapeutic bene~its. We have been advised: u ••• Set aside 
your therapeutic ambitions and try to understand what is 
happening. When you have done that, therapeutics will take 
care of itself.ul The nurse 1 s learning, it would seem, in-
~luences the patient 1 s behavior in the direction of health. 
Since the nurse•s learning or understanding of the situation 
may be expected to ~luence her behavior with the patient, 
this would seem to be a valid assumption. nchanges in the 
behavior of patients is largely dependent upon changes in 
the behavior ot the nurse in the situation with them.u2 
Review o~ Literatu~ 
Nursing therapy, although previously defined in Chap-
ter r, should perhaps be clari~ied at this point. The writer 
sees the concept of nursing therapy as a process by which a 
bridge is provided to reality. The relationship is used to 
provide reality contact for the patient. The material inher-
ent in the human relationship is analyzed and interpreted as 
~reud, S., in Brody, E.;., and Redlick, N., Psycho-
therapy with Schizophrenics, p. 35. 
p. 309. 
2 Peplau, H., Interpersonal Relations in Nursing, 
13. 
it.occurs and is relevant to the situation. This is seen to 
be therapeutic but is differentiated from psychotherapy with 
the analogy of first aid and more lasting medical treatment. 
In contrast to the psychiatric staff nurse, the 
nurse-therapist accepts a more intense emotional commitment 
to her patient.and a greater degree of responsibility in 
terms of outcome. These factors result in the production 
of a significantly higher proportion of anxiety within the 
nurse-therapist. J"une Mellow3 has divided the therapeutic 
relationship situation into three phase~, which may be to a 
greater or lesser extent, distinguishable. The first phase 
phase of contact or establishing the initial relation-
At this level, the nurseencounters the problem of 
ommunication at the level available to the patient. The 
second, and hopefully longest phase, is that of handling 
oblems related to the relationship. It is during this 
ase that the fears of the patient increase as the relation-
becomes closer. Concomitantly, ambivalent feelings of 
patient in regard to the nurse develop and increase. In 
~~-~-~ing the patient to master such feelings, the nurse must 
be able to recognize and analyze her own feelings close-
and be equipped to relate effectively. The third and 
3-Mellow, J"., class lecture, May 6, 1959. 
14-. 
final phase, ·that of separation, involves the resolving of 
dependency needs and separation anxieties. It is at this 
time that a great emphasis is.placed on helping the patient_ 
with reality testing and in this way offering support to the 
patient. 
The methods of-involving oneself in,relatiGnship 
apy of oourse differ ·as the situation and personalities with-
in the relationship differ. Of the directive approaches, re-
assurance and suggestion are most commonly used. Also-fre-
quently employed are the methods of pr.aise _and-criticism. 
These may be seen as supportive measures and may be the only 
ones appropriate to some types of patients. Advice, informa.-.. 
tion, and interpretation are intended to assist a patient to 
achieve some measure of insight toward personality ~econ-
struction. 
Through studies, rrsome of the elements of therapeutic 
interrelationships have become identified. Their.successf'ul" 
application in practice depends upon the p.erson who has. 
achieved self understanding as well as understanding of' the 
dynamics of personal development.n4- The nurse, whether aware 
of it or not, contributes to the patient 1 s well-being by the 
psychological effect -of her o:wn personality.. Bec_ause she is 
~uller, T., The Nature and Direction of Psychiatric 
Nursing, p. 121. · -
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subjected to unusual psychological stresses and strains, 
certain qualifications are required in:'··order .for her to op-
erate in a therapeutic manner within a relationship. ttMeth-
ods successfully used by one person may fail when applied by 
another and thus indicate that preparation ••• requires more 
than didactic presentation (of pertinent concepts). n·5 June 
. 6 
Mellow suggests some o.f these qualifications necessary for 
the nurse-therapist: She must be able to deal with uncer-
tainty, have faith in her patient 1 s ability to recover, be 
sensitive in her nature (that is to have an inquiring mind 
which is responsive to art and literature), possess the abil-
e ity to be objective while being extremely subjective, possess 
inner .freedom, empathetic ability, security to overcome her 
fears, and the ability to achieve intimate and spontaneous 
relationships kept within professional bounds. 
To this writer, the obligation of the nurse-therapist 
to increase her self-awareness seems the most important .fact-
or in accomplishing therapeutic results with mentally ill 
patients. For this reason, the nurse 1 s ability to become 
self aware seems to be the most important and perhaps most 
difficult qualification she is obliged to meet. In helping a 
mentally ill patient to work through emotional problems, a 
5rbid., p. 230. 
'=e 
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nurse is likely to be faced with her own unsolved ones; and 
it is not unusual for her then to be overwhelmed to the ex-
tent to which her own emotional growth has been hindered. 
To whatever degree or extent self-realization is achieved, 
to that degree or extent will the nurse thenbe able to 
translate her own ihs±ghts in assisting others toward self 
understanding. 11A person in bondage to his undisciplined 
emotions in proportion to the extent of the restriction, is 
lim=!:ted in giving psychological help to others.n7 Psycho-
therapeutic help for an emotionally disturbed person cannot 
be given by one who is not in command of his own emotional 
life. 
The nurse needs to recognize and realize that feel-
ings such as resentment, hostility, fear, and grief are 
normal reactions and should be accepted bY her and used as 
assets rather than allowed to become liabilities. She must 
be able to n analyze and verbalize her personal re.actions ••• 
The self-confidence she thus gains tends to create in a pa-
tient trust in (her as) a stable person ••• u 8 The dangers of 
not meeting such a qualification become apparent when it is 
realized that to patients who are ill and who are emotionally 
?Muller, Op.Cit., p. 125. 
8rbid. ,- p-. ·129. 
- -------
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dependent, the nurse becomes a convenient figure upon whom to 
project childish needs. ttThese intense childish demands ba.f-
.fle and discourage the nurse unless she is prepared psycho-
logically to cope with them. 11 9 Aside .from the dangers to 
the unqualified nurse resulting from the stress inherent in 
relationship therapy, dangers to the patient are also appar-
ent. ttA nurse who has never learned to endure slights or re-
jections tends to overprotect a patient though unconsciously 
resenting the burden she has thus undertaken.ulO She may, 
because of such a deficiency, smother the patient with at- ~-,--­
tention and yet leave him psychologically helpless. 
Contrary to the observation that psychiatry attracts 
the maladjusted, it might be more truly stated that no one 
is invulnerable to psychological ttinfectionu unless psycho-
logical growth has been established in sufficient degree to 
neutralize it. The psychiatric situation is a stressful one 
and demands a higher degree of psychological growth o.f its 
practitioners than most i.f not all other situations. Goals 
.for such growth have been summarized as .follows: u ••• when 
the development is fulfilled the adult is predominantly in-
dependent and responsible, with little need to regress, and 
9rbid., p. 130. 
10Ibid., p. 231. 
-- 18. 
also is giving and productive, although still able to relax 
and to receive normally; he is co-operative rather than ego-
tistical and competitive; he is in relative harmony with his 
conscience, which easily integrates with his mature feeling~ 1. 
and behavior; his sexuality is free and integrated with mat-
ing and responsible productive activity, both sexual and so-
cial; his hostility toward others and towards himself is min-
1 imal but is freely available for defense and constructive 
use; his grasp of reality is clear and unimpaired by the emo-
tional astigmatisms of childhood; and freed from childhood 
patterns, he is discriminating and highly adaptable. And 
1 among the many results of such development, his anxiety is at 
a minimum.ull 
Nurse~patient relationships are seen by the writer ·as 
meaningful and therapeutically useful. Such usefulness may 
be best explained by describing the philosophy upon which 
such a concept is based. Quoting from a paper by June Mel-
low:l2 nThe psychotic patient ••• may be viewed as someone 
who, in addition to a possible constitutional predisposition, 
has been deprived of some fundamental interpersonal exper-
iences. As a result of these constitutional factors, inter-
11saul, L., Emotional Maturity, Development, and Dy-
namics of Personality.; pp. 16-17. 
rr-r~i n:in~? 1~~~t;~w' l~~~-~~~~~~~ £~iy~;:s~~l~!~!si~~ T~~~apy 
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personal deprivations, and personally relevant stresses, a 
state of emotional isolation develops where the patient 1 s 
ego is overwhelmed and the integrative aspects of normal de-
fense patterns are shattered ••• If his experiences ••• are such 
that he is not able to establish meaningful contact with an-
other human being, the patient will often cease his struggle· 
for ·a return to reality ••• n Evolving from such a philosophy 
is the concept of nursing therapy, which from this point of 
view may be seen as a 11 corrective emotional relationship 
which will enable (the patient) to rebuild his ego and rein-
tegrate his personalitytr and as nan intensive preparatory 
e phase for conventional psychotherapy with a psychiatrist.ttl3 
The nurse-patient relationship is seen as a thera-
peutic tool for the above reasons. 
I 
Although the way in which 
this tool is used to facilitate therapeutic goals will vary 
with the situation, certain broad methods are applicable to 
every relationship. Since it may be assumed that anxiety is 
present to some degree in all patients, this element may be 
manipulated therapeutically in virtually all cases. HAn.xiety 
is a potent force in intePpersonal relations and the energy 
it provides is converted into destructive or constructive ac-
tion, depending upon the perception and understanding of (the 
13 Ibid., p. 3. 
20. 
nurse)ttl4 Another universal method of using the relationship 
as a therapeutic tool is that of exploring feelings about the 
relationship from both the patient's and the nurse•s points 
• 
of view. ttBringing about constructive changes in the patient 
often requires examination of how the nurse feels about the 
patient.ttl5 The reasons for the necessity of such an intro-
spective examination become self evident in the light of the 
philosophy outlined above. Concommitantly, the nurse is ex-
pected to help the patient become aware of his feelings and 
especially those directly related to the relationship. ttMeet-
ing the patient's emotional needs and at the same time aiding 
li 
him to explore his feelings is a way of helping the patient 1 
to mature.ttl6 
Aside from its therapeutic goals, relationship ther-
apy is seen by the writer as an extremely valuable learning 
experience. The forms of learning inherent in such an ex-
perience consist of an increase in self-understanding due to 
analysis and introspection of the nurse's own feelings and 
actions within the scope of the relationship, as well as in-
creased awareness of the dynamics of the patient's behavior. 
14 . Peplau, H., Op. Cit., p. 156. 
l5Ibid., p. 157. 
16Ibid., p,., 186. 
·----
Such a continuous interpersonal process as a therapeutic re-
lationship consists of tfthese overlapping and definable com-
ponents; observation, evaluation of the observations, deter-
mination of the various alternatives_ within the situation, 
intervention, evaluation of the intervention with reference 
to the reasons for success or failure, and further inter-
vention on the basis of new data obtained.nl7 The components 
of the interpersonal process described above parallel the 
usual phases of research; observation, analysis and interpre-
tation of data, development of concepts or hypotheses, test-
ing of hypotheses, and so on• "···Viewed as either inter-
personal process or research proc·ess, it is essentially a 
learning prQcess which takes place implicitly and spontane-
ously ••• ul8 
The nurse-patient relationship as a learning experi-
ence is further enhanced when the help of a supervisor is 
utilized. June Mellow19 has identified three basic functions 
of the supervisor: a didactic teacher who peints directly 
to the problems; a sustaining source; a guider toward the 
l7Tudor, G., ttA Sociopsychiatrie Nursing Approach to 
Intervention in a Problem of Mutual Withdrawal on a Mental 
Hospital Wardtt, Psychiatry, XV, May, 1952, PP· 193-219. 
18york, R· "selected Methods in Psychiatric Nursing 
Research", The League Exchange, XVIII, 1956). 
19Mellow, J., Class Lecture May 6, 1959. 
I 
I 
l==tr ' 
achievement of insights• Tudor20 e:m:phasized the importance ~~ 
of the supervisor in helping her overcome the selective bi- : 
aaes attending her own involvement in the nursing situation• 
When the supervisor works together with the nurse-observer to' 
reconstruct a situation, they get more reliable and compre-
hensive data on the definition of the situation. Out of the ' 
discussion of observations, empathies as well as open dis-
agreements may develop, and there frequently emerges a wider 
variety of possible alternatives to consider for action• 
The therapeutic and educational aspects of the nurse-
patient relationship are seen by·the writer as closely intei>-
woven and intei>penetrating. It would appear that the more 
the nurse learns, the better the patient becomes. ttit can be 
speculated that psychiatric problems are primarily problems 
in learning which arise in and as a result of interpersonal 
situations.tt21 Helping the patient to solve these problems 
within the framework of a nurse-patient relationship is in-
strumental in his recovery. It has been seen that this can 
only be done successfully when learning takes place on the 
part of the nurse ••• learning which influences her interaction 
20Tudor, G., Op· Cit., PP• 193-217• 
2lpeplau, H•, "Therapeutic Conceptstt The League Ex-
chan~e, XXVI, P• 25· 
l=e ! 
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which in turn influences the learning and interaction of the 
patient• Peplau22 has found that ttpersonal and social grow"Gh 
and favorable change in an individual's interpersonal relap 
tionships are outcomes of learning.u 
CHAPTER III 
lVIethodologr 
Since this is the study of a continuing or long-term 
relationship, the list of facts and observations is, of ne- ' 
cessity, a long one• At the outset, the facts accumulated 
included every detail it was possible to observe about the 
. 
I patient and the nurse-observer; the appearance of each, what 1 
they said, what they did in each other's presence. These , 
! 
observations were recorded in diary form as soon after visit~ 
ing the patient as possible to avoid the danger of recall 
failure~ It should be noted in this context that the observ-
1 
er found that she had a tendency to tledit tt these observations
1 
at the outset. This tendency was resisted to the extent that 
it was possible to resist, due to the writer's discovery that: 
very often what at first appeared to be superfluous material, 
in retrospective analysis was found to be extremely meaning-
ful· "When the difficulties of patients are recorded in ver-
batim accounts, they can often be desymbolized to reveal hid-
den wishes and longings that are often, but not always, the 
root of the problem they are facing at a given period in 
time• ul In analyzing the diary thus accumulated, it is hoped 
that out of the many Ufacts" were filtered the more important 
lpeplau, H•, Interpersonal Relations in Nursing, P• 30~ • 
25· 
ones which contributed to the dynamics of the relationship 
both negatively and positively. 
. 
: 
. 
. 
The diary thus edited is included in an appendix· rt: 
includes such anecdotes and analysis o:f anecdotes which, to 1 
the writer, have been help:ful in gaining insights into the 
i. 
relationship• Records of conversations, situations, and be-. 
havior, which to the writer did not yield applicability to 
such insights, were eliminated :from the diary. Often the 
records kept o:f entire meetings with the patient were el~i-. 
nated :for this reason• The edited diary includes those in-
terpretations which are considered applicable and relevant 
to the-relationship situation• Frequently su~h insights 
were not gained at the time that the situation to which they 
are applicable occurred; rather at a later date, when retro-
spective analysis and thinking had transpired. Insights are 
recorded in the diary at the time that the situation to whic! 
they are relevant, occurred. 
Conferences between the observer and her supervisor 
were held periodically, at which time the diary and the re-
lationship it illustrates, were discussed. Such conferences 
are included as part o:f the writer's methodology :for the 
reason that they often resulted in insights gained into as-
pects o:f the relationship and patterns of the relationship aE 
a whole• The aspect of supervision has been dealt with more 
__ .. ----
l=w 
' 
: 
~u11y in Chapter II· 
A~ter having recorded the edited diary, the writer at~ 
! 
tempted to identify and analyze the material which was ~elt i 
to be o~ educational and therapeutic value. These data are 
an attempt to abstract and interpret a ~i~teen month rela-
tionship· Therefore, it appears appropriate to point out 
patterns, which occurred within the conte~t of the relation= 
ship, and include these patterns as data. 
i 
: 
!. 
In Chapter I, it was noted that the writer had inter-
viewed the personnel where the patient is situated. The ward 
doctor, building supervisor, head nurse, and attendants (all. 
~ o~ whom had eontact with the patient) were interviewed peri-
odically. These interviews are not included as data since 
the in~ormation thus obtained was not deemed to be relevant 
to the relationship• 
It has been previously noted, also, that the patient's 
record or chart was read as part of the methodology. Neither 
this endeavor nor the interviews mentioned above were at-
tempted until a~ter a relationship was established to avoid 
preconceived stereotypes and losing sight of the patient as a 
unique individual with her own unique mental illness• Simi-
larly, information obtained ~rom this method was felt to be 
inapplicable as relevant data within the scope o~ this study• 
It is relevant, perhaps, to the methodology of this 
·--~ 
study to describe briefly how and under what circumstances 
the patient was selected and the relationship established. 
Initially, the relationship was established between the 
writer and a patient on the continued treatment service of a 
large state psychiatric hospital in order to fulfill a field 
work requirement of the writer in .her educational programo 
The question of who initiated the relationship, the patient· 
or the nurse, becomes the first problem encountered. The 
nurse was !'looking fort' a patient with whom to establish a 
relationship; yet it was the patient who first approached 
the nurse, asking the latter who she was and why she was 
there. Excessive verbalization on the part of the patient 
was at least one of the reasons that she was selected as the 
patient with whom to establish a relationship• The writer 
felt that with so much verbalization, there would. be tangiblE 
material with which to work; that she would feel more com-
fortable dealing with an active and verbal symptom than an 
inactive and withdrawn one. 
The patient and the observer first met and talked on 
October 23, 1958· They met briefly again on November 6. On 
November 13 a commitment was made o~ the part of the nurse 
to visit the patient periodically until the end of the aca-
~~ demic yeat in May, 1959.. Throughout this period the nurse 
made her visits to the hospital in street clothes, usually 
J 
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taking the patient off the ward for walks and to the hoapita 
coffee shop where the relationship progressed. These visits~ 
which ranged from one to three hours in length7 took place 
two times a week, always on Tuesdays and Thursdays. (The 
only exception to the Tuesday-Thursday pattern occurred on 
the patient's birthday on a Wednesday, at which time a visit 
was made.). .. From June 1 through June 24, 1959, the role of 
the nurse changed somewhat to that of a uniformed employee 
in the capacity of head nurse on the ward where the patient 
was situated. From June 24 through August 22, 1959, al 
the nurse continued in the capacity of a head nurse, the pa-
tient had been transferred to another ward. Throughout this 
summer period, the visits were much less standardized. The 
patient was seen approx~ately two times a week for about on 
hour periods, on various days and under various eircumstanc 
In September 1959, the nurse returned to her former role of 
student in street clothes 7 visiting the patient 
for one hour periods through December 18, 1959; at which t 
the relationship was terminated. 
CHAPTER IV 
Data 
-
The Relationship in Process 
"CHUM RELATIONSHIPtt 
The writer entered the ward for the 
tablishing a relationship with one patient. 
purp~se of es-
1, 
A patient ap-
I preached. the nurse and involved her in a conversation in 
I 
i 
which the patient actively participated. The n~se found 
i 
this patient appealing and liked her almost immediately. 
. 
' 
' 
; 
i. 
What particularly attracted the nurse to this particular pa-: 
tient is something the writer finds impossible to evaluate• 
It can be stated only that she was intellectually curious 
about this patient as a "ease"; it is not believed, however, 
that this was the only element involved in the attraction• 
The patient's deluded and excessive verbalizations increased 
the pr~ary personal interest and added to this the interest 
of intellectual endeavor. What was really behind her delu-
sion that she had made God and the world? Row did it happen ' 
that this girl got reality and phantasy so utterly confused? 
Why did she seem so angry? Such questions, which were pri-
marily of academic interest, got in the way of therapeutic 
endeavors with the patient only to the extent that they over~ 
balanced personal involvement with her. 
The relationship quickly developed into a nehum 
/ 
\. 
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relationship" in which inf'ormation was shared with one an-
other. The patient reiterated a great deal about her f'amily 
and her past e:x:perience; and f'inding this a most comf'oJ:>table! 
way to progress in a «getting to know one another stage"# 
the nurse retaliated in kind· 
Random Conversation 
With the e:x:ception of' a one or two month period of' 
orientation, the phase which has been termed "chum relation-
ship", was characterized by a rather intense degree of' in-
volvement on the parts of' both participants• This is not so 
paradoxical a statement as it may appear on f'irst glance. 
The writer does not believe that ttinvolvement" necessarily 
' . 
precludes a concentration on so-called ttsuperf'icial" materi-
al• Conversation was superf'icial ip the sense that f'eelings 
were rarely directly talked about or worked through. How-
ever, f'eelings e:x:isted in relation to each other and many of' 
these were worked out in some f'orm other than by talking di-
rectly about them. For e:x:ample, when the patient was doubt-
f'ul and suspicious and asking many questions of' the nurse, 
the nurse simply continued to answer these questions• She 
f'elt that by placing no demands on the patient, by satis 
as many of' the patient's demands as the nurse cou~d 
and by visiting the patient consistently, she could meet 
' 
~--~~~====~================~~== 
~le I 
some of the patient's needs and thus establish her trust in ' 
: 
': 
the nurse. 
It is also believed that much of the superficiality 
of conversation was only apparent. Because of her past ex-
perience and her educational .background in psychiatric theory' 
the writer was aware that conversation is often characterized 
by an unconscious blocking of elements which the individual 
speaking is not willing to express and that this results in 
disguise of such elements in the form of acceptable social 
discourse. This is simply to say that we do not always say 
what we mean; on the contrary, we frequently say precisely 
e the reverse of what we mean ••• and rarely are we aware of this 
deceit• Associations occur and symbolic language is used to 
express that which is either painful to express directly or 
that of which we are not consciously aware. Such an observa-
tion is as true of day-to-day social discourse as it is of· 
the more obviously symbolic language of the schizophrenic 
whose reality orientation is nil· 
An analysis of :material gathered in the diary and the 
experience of involvement in a nurse-patient relationship 
made it apparent that the so-called random and superficial 
conversation of participants is fruitful and meaningful• 
The writer gradually realized that it became necessary tore"'!, 
main sensitive to dissociated and emotionally charged 
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elements as they appeared in apparently benign and random 
conversation. It was recognized~ :for instance, that much o:f ·. 
what the patient said about her mother expressed hostility to 
the mother and :fear o:f her rejection; although the words 3£-
rectlz eXpressed by the patient were quite different. For 
example: "My mother is so good to me; I'm her :favorite 
daughtertt, remarked in an anxious manner, coupled with the 
evidence of only one visiting card signed by her mother dur-
ing a six month period preceding these comments, provides 
validity :for the interpretation made. 
Giving Is a Problem 
By early March, the nurse became aware that the pati 
was beginning to show signs o:f working out an ambivalence she', 
had previously demonstrated in relation to accepting things 
:from the nurse and in relation to giving on her part. The 
:first example of this problem occurred around Christmas time 
{1958) when the nurse was thanked with a dull nod :for a 
box o:f homemade cookies. Only after one or two weeks had 
elapsed, was the patient able to express her appreciation 
this gift• Other gi:fts of toilet goap, cigarettes, and a 
purse evoked the same pattern o:f behavior• The ability o:f 
the patient to accept seemed to be some measure o:f her gain-
ing maturity within the relationship• By early April, the 
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patient mani~ested a beginnmng ability to accept graciously , 
and to express her ~eelings ~or small gi~ts without this 
waiting period. In addition, she became able to ask the · 
nurse ~or cigarettes and to spend more time with her. She 
also became suf~iciently comfortable to give o~ hersel~, oc-
casionally buying the customary cor~ee. The nurse was told 
quite early that "Mother said it's not nice to ask people 
things; you should never let anybody give you anything. tt 
she was also aware that r.rri am a baby; I need to be taken 
o~.n Some things then, she needed, wanted, and ~elt she must 
have; on the other hand, she wanted independence, commenting 
on one occasion, ttyou are only well when you can be inde ... 
pendent .. tt This con~lict was -apparently related to her ~eel­
ings about being sick. Sometimes she appeared to have little · 
insight, and thought .that she was well enough to work, go 
home, etc ••• ttThere 1 s nothing the matter with :me. tr At other 
times she was more pain~ully aware .... nToday I ~eel crazy .. u 
There Is No Good 
Throughout the relationship, there was evidenced by 
the patient a pattern o~ constant complaint and sel~-criti­
cism• Negative feelings in regard to her hospital li~e, her 
~amily life, and hersel~ were more or less ~reely expressed•· 
The patient frequently criticized herself': tti am so sloppy. 
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I wish I could be pretty, but my akin is so bad. I~ only I 
could carry on a conversation, maybe I would have a person-
ality. I don't have any personality. I'm stupid, poor, and 
crazy.u Regarding her present exist4tuce, she complained, 
nThe people here are all crazy. Nobody understands that I'm 
hypnotized. This place is awful; you can't have any privacy 
here; they lock you up and treat you like an animal.n 
These expressed negative ~eelings originally caused 
the nurse to ~eel uncomfortable and guilty, as if she were in 
some way responsible for the patient's intolerable lot in 
life. As a result, she attempted to deter such expression 
with vague reassurances that neverything would be all right't 
and that ttthings weren't really so bad as they seemedtt. The 
nurse felt vaguely unoomfortable while thus ttreassuring" the 
patient. She recognized that such remarks meant nothing to 
the patient. Things very likely ~ as bad as they seemed, 
and it was terribly discouraging to have been in the hospital 
for six years. The nurse was often as discouraged as the pa-
tient, thinking it unrealistic to set goals of recovery for 
her. Still, she could not tolerate the verbalization of such 
discouragement. She felt that she ought to be doing some-
thing for the patient to make her happy. She was saying, in 
effect, ttThings can't be that bad, because I'm here, and I 
your savior•" 
The nurse was eventually able to recognize that under~ 
lying her feelings of guilt was an unrealistic proportion of 
omnipotence in her feeling responsible for the patient's past 
and total present experiences. Only then could she allow the 
patient's negative feelings to be freely expressed· The pa-
tient had considerable greater difficulty in eXpressing the 
hostile feelings she felt toward the nurse, although this was 
encouraged when such feelings seemed to be apparent• 
Separation Anxiety 
By May, the patient began to indicate some anxiety 
that the nurse would leave her, despite constant reassurance 
by the nurse that she would be working at the hospital · 
out the summer and would continue to visit her. She talked 
of the possibility of her getting discharged in an attempt to 
leave before the nurse's feared·departure materialized. She 
also expressed her sadness associated with the suspected dis-
charge of a patient with whom she had a close dependent re-
lationship, thus indicating hergrief at the nurse's suspect 
desertion• 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
Throughout the summer, close personal involvement 
the patient decreased markedly. It became difficult for the 
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writer to maintain an active interest in one patient while 
involved in a job situation• This is not meant to imply tha 
close nurse-patient relationships should ideally be institut 
outside the context of' a job .situation• On the contrary, it , 
is likely that quite the reverse is true. The nurse who is 
living, in quite a real sense, with the patient in his ward 
situation, is in a unique position to establish a relation-
ship with him, to interpret his behavior and feelings, and 
to give him support as situations arise that dictate such 
roles. In the relationship under consideration however, the 
nurse encountered problems in this area which, f'or a number 
of' reasons, she was unable to solve. Involvement in ward 
management problems, relationships with others, and involve-
ment in other areas drained the nurse emotionally to the ex-
tent she could no longer relate with the patient on a close 
personal level• 
Perhaps directly related to such decreased involve-
ment was the patient's increasing presentation of' deluded 
material. She was apparently attempting to involve the 
nurse in her deluded thinking• ni really am hypnotized., you 
know• Therets nothing the matter with me except that I'm 
not myself'· I'm controlled by the hypnotist.tt It is noted 
in the diary that the nurse experienced a feeling of' oc-
casionally being ttcaught up" in these delusions; at least to 
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the point o.f wondering about the epistemology o.f being ttcon-• 
trolled" and the patient' a really ttnot being herself'· tt 
During this period o.f decreased involvement, negative 
feelings were aroused which were never au.f.ficiently worked 
through and hence are considered by the writer to be ttun-
.finished business"• It is .felt that the reporting of such 
feelings is valuable in an effort to help other nurses rec-
ognize these elements earlier (i.e., as they occur) rather 
than to preclude the working through of similar problema • 
Jealous _I 
One specific element identified in the nurse-patient 
relationship was jealousy. The patient demonstrated jealous 
of the writer's attention to other patients, of other nurses ' 
directing their primary attention to other patients, and of 
the writer's non-patient relationships• This was a particu- i 
larly difficult problem with which to deal; partly because 
the emotion itself was so difficult to identify; partly be-
cause the writer was handicapped by her own problems in this 
area. The writer's feelings of jealousy may be most clearly 
illustrated in the incidents relating to the death of the 
patient's mother. 
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Death of the Patient's Mother 
When the patient lost her mother in death, the writer 
found herself strangely unsympathetic. Her most prominent 
feelings were those of relief. The patient's mother was se 
by the nurse as a domineering figure, who had never provided 
a warm emotional relationship in which the patient could gr 
in emotional health and maturity. Instead, she had fostered 
a 1tsicktl dependent relationship with her daughter. As a re-
sult, the nurse had developed a great deal of animosity to-
wards this mother whom she had never met but about whom she 
had heard so much. When she died, the nurse could feel no 
grief, could sympathize only very superficially with the pa-
tient, and could feel only deep relief that now perhaps she 
would be able to take the mother's place and provide the pa-
tient with that which had been lacking in her life so long• 
(Note: an evolvement of the nurse's power phantasy.) It is 
significant that such feelings on the·part of the nurse did 
not become conscious until long after the incidents arousing 
them had passed; and only then after great conscious effort 
and probing. It is speculated that if these feelings had 
been identified earlier and worked through by the nurse, she ' 
would have functioned therapeutically with the patient; at 
least to the point of allowing the patient to express her 
grief in catharsis and in sharing some of this grief with 
= 
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her. The writer believes that, if the nurse had not been 
hindered by her jealousy of the patient's mother, she would 
have recognized that although the patient's mother had not 
been an ideal one, that although she may have been grossly 
responsible for the patient's present illness she was still 
her mother. She belonged to her, had given birth to and 
suckled her, and the loss of this significant person is in-
deed tragic. Since the patient had identified closely with 
her mother, it may even be added that her death was, for the 
patient, a sy.mbolic death of herself· 
It would seem that jealousy is a particularly diffi-
• cult element to identify; the nurse was most loathe to admit 
her own jealousy. Although there is amazingly little litera 
ture on the topic, it appears to be one of the significant 
dynamics in a close relationship· It may be concluded that 
no element inherent in a relationship can be satisfactorily 
worked through until the nurse has solved her own problems 
in the area under consideration. 
· ·r1 
Loss of the Nurse-Therapist 
Toward the middle of August, the patient panicked and 
put her fist through a window. Whether or not this was her 
intent, it resulted in immediate attention from the nurse• 
Her dramatic expressions of grief and turmoil at this t~e 
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forced the nurser a attention, sympathy, and renewed involve-, 
ment. However, that the nurse's own needs were still of 
primary importance to her, is illustrated by her attempt to 
terminate the relationship with the termination of her em-
ployment• To allay her guilt associated with termination, 
the nurse ref'used to allow the patient to talk about her de- i 
pendency, thereby making it impossible f'or her to work 
through this problem. During this period, she constantly 
asked the nurse f'or dimes for phone calls and on several oc-
casions insisted that she tel&phone her brother in the eve-
ning• Such increased demands indicated a desperate attempt 
to involve the nurse with her more closely. This increased 
dependence caused the nurse to f'eel extremely guilty about 
leaving her, and as a result, she remained unable to talk 
about these problems. 
A SECOND CHANCE 
The writer was very concerned with her guilt feelings 
and frequently doubted her value as a nurse-therapist• It 
may even be stated that she wondered if her intervention in 
the life of the patient may have been a disservice• Would 
the patient not have been better of'f never to have seen this 
nurse? Had she been burdened wit~ the nurse's problems? 
it been damagingly disappointing to have been lef't to cope 
ltl. 
only with her own problems but also with the problems of 
nurse? Had the nurse done more harm than good? These 
estions and many others plagued the nurse after she had 
the patient at the end of the summer. They increased in 
ensity when she saw the patient again in October. The 
returned in October for the ,purpose of completing her 
~~~~~~~.~~ual field work in the area of attendant group meetings. 
e became tremendously discouraged upon discovering the pa-
ient had been so tthightt, actively deluded, and slovenly in 
er personal hygiene, that she had been transfered to a 
She pondered the question of making a renewed 
being particularly careful to examine her motives 
such an act. The nurse did not want to renew her obli-
for the sole motive of resolving her 
t feelings. At this point she recognized such a motive 
been at the root of her previous failure. She 
t extensively about the problem and eventually recog-
sincere desire to help the patient. The question now 
Can this be done? Is it not too late? With a ttlet's 
up our sleeves and get to worktt effect, the nurse de-
ided it was certainly worth a try. She made a renewed oo:m.-
tment to the patient to continue the relationship on a 
ekly basis until December 18, 1959. 
The writer feels that her experience of having gone 
back to the patient in the face of a therapeutic fa~lure is 
significant. The experience taught her that once a thing is 
done, it~ be undone. The patient gave the nurse a second 
chance; she did not reject the nurse; she allowed her to try 
again. 
Maximum learning occurred on the part of the nurse 
during these last three months of the relationship. It was 
at this time that the nurse was able to recognize the value 
of limit setting and act on such recognition. By this time, 
the nurse cared enough about the patient to develop the abil- i 
ity of expressing her feelings honestly. For example, the 
nurse told her that she was angry with her for over-verbaliz-
ing. As a result, the nurse was able to deter such behavior 
to some extent. Realization of the value of limit setting 
was one of the most difficult and unexpected insights ab-
stracted from the writer's diary. Development of abilities 
in this area was achieved to some extent, at the expense of 
suffering. The writer's nursing education has been geared 
predominately toward giving and permissiveness in relation to 
psychiatric patients. For the writer, it was a bitter pill 
to recognize and accept the fact that she had been wholly a 
giver with no gifts to give. As related in the diary on De-
cember ~' 1958, a power phantasy held by the nurse was in 
part dispelled. More subtly, the patient continuously 
........... ---------------------------
attacked such a phantasy until it became non existent. Such 
an insight.re~nlted first in the nurse's resentment of the 
patient and an impoverishment of her own self.esteem. Work-
ing through the problem eventually resulted in a reorganiza-
tion of values and a reorientation to interpersonal relation-
ships with patients. 
Setting Limits 
To illustrate the above abstracted value: the most 
obvious pattern within the relationship studied was the pa-
41t tient's use of excessive verbalization as a defense mechan-
ism. The topics of silent and talkative people were dis-
cussed frequently, especially in the early phases of the re-
lationship. The writer's role in this regard was to remain 
as silent as was comfortable and at the same time to contrib-
ute to the conversations to the extent that the patient was 
able to remain comfortable. This was found to be a difficult 
balance to maintain. The patient seemed to become quite un-
comfortable when the nurse was too silent and yet also ap-
peared to want to silence the nurse with her own conversat 
The writer attempted to_distinguish between contributions 
made for her own comfort and those made purposefully for the 
comfort of the patient, and to act accordingly. It was not 
until the relationship was about a year old that the nurse 
became fully aware of the extent to which the patient was 
making use of her excessive verbalizing. When the nurse 
eventually felt comfortable enough to object strongly to the 
patient's manipulation and control of the situation through 
this mechanism, she began taking steps to gain some control 
herself. (See the incident related in the diary on October 
29.) 
ttLaYing on of Hands" 
To deal with the patient•s apparent homosexual con-
flicts within the framework of the relationship, became a 
problem of significant scope for the writer. Social taboo 
and relative ignorance in the area of homosexuality resulted 
in discomfort and anxiety within the nurse when any behavior 
was interpreted to be homosexual seduction. The use of the 
phrase tthomosexual attackn in the patient's chart made the 
nurse overly sensitive in this area and likely to interpret 
the patient's dependency needs as homosexual feelings. It 
was learned that the apparent homosexual patterns occasional-
ly manifested by the patient (see an incident related in the 
diary on FebruarY 10), were m~inly dependency feelings which 
were tinged with homosexual overtones because of her past ex-
periences and her guilt feelings about heterosexuality. In 
relation to these dependency needs be noted t 
I 
i 
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u ••• the schizophrenic has, usually, very strong identifica-
tion with the early mother ••• The schizophrenic has such an 
inability to make distinctions among thinking-feeling-and-
acting that he tends to express his dependency needs in seek-
ing ph~§ical contact.n1 Note the meeting of such dependency 
needs on February lOth by the nurse's buttoning the patient's 
blouse and the decrease in anxious verbalization following a 
physical and affectionate gesture by the nurse. 
It is felt that if the nurse is able to remain com-
fortable, physical gestures can be extremely ·useful to ex-
press her willingness to get close to and take care of the 
e patient • When the nurse checked the patient IS Uinjuredtt 
shoulder, she was sincerely concerned about the patient•s 
discomt0rt and did not stop to evaluate whether her injury 
was real or imagined. She felt that the etiology of the com-
plaint was relatively unimportant. What was solely consid-
ered was that the patient was uncomfortable. By a ttlaying on 
of handsu, the nurse expressed her concern to the patient ••• 
thus fulfilling a dependency need of the patient; a need to 
be taken care of. 
1
searles, H., ttDependency Processes in the Psycho-
therapy of Schizophrenia", Journal American Psychoanalytic 
Association, Vol. III, January, 1955. 
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Timing Interpretations 
As the nurse became increasingly aware of the dynam-
ics of the patient 1 s behavior, she began to recognize that 
her reactions to dissociated and emotionally changed elements 
in conversation were of prime importance therapeutically. 
One of the patient's most pronounced desires was to be under-
stood; and yet she hardly understood herself. As a result, 
direct interpretations were rejected. At the same time, com-
plete avoidance of the material or emphasis on its overt con-
tent, left the patient feeling lonely and misunderstood. It 
was learned that a balance was needed. The nurse must be 
sensitive to covert content and react to the patient's covert 
meanings without making premature and/or direct interpreta-
tions. 
During the early months of the relationship, the 
nurse frequently attempted to confront the patient with in-
terpretations regarding her behavior and verbalizations. 
ttYou're doing that because you're angry with me.n and ttyou 
talk so much so you won't have to really get close to me.,u 
were statements made by the nurse exemplifying this attempt 
to interpret. Since many of the feelings and experiences of 
the patient were dissociated, she was unable to use the in-
terpretations offered her. Such feelings were apparently 
forced out of awareness as a way of avoiding anxiety. Since 
admission of these feelings would give rise to anxiety, the 
patient consistently res~sted this attempt b_y the nurse. 
Kubje2 states that when the nurse confronts the patient with 
some tttruth about himselfn, as she has interpreted it, the 
patient may experience severe anxiety, panic, or rage. As 
a result of the above findings, the nurse eventually gave up 
attempts to directly interpret the patient's behavior. In-
stead, she acted ~ if such interpretations had been made. 
Her behavior was influenced by the interpretations she had 
made, without referring directly to interpretations in the 
interactions. When this was done, there appeared to be more 
facility in the patient 1 s ability to understand her own be-
havior and to alter it or verbalize accordingly. 
Mothering 
The writer was also faced with the recognition and 
attempted resolution of her own intense need to be needed. 
On November 26, 1958, the nurse recognized her boredom to be 
related to the relatively independent character of the pa-
tient. The resultant feeling was that the nurse was ttwasting 
her timett by visiting a patient who could function this well. 
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the nurse was frequently questioned about her experience and 
' 
education. However, mistrust was most often expressed by the, 
patient in more indirect ways. She often expressed fear of 
the nurse's motives in speaking of her mistrust and fear of 
others. These early suspicious feelings evidenced by the 
patient were renewed in May ••• just before the end of the aca-
demic year. The patient indicated some anxiety that the nur 
would leave her in May, despite constant reassurance by the 
nurse that she would be taking summer employment at the hos-
pital. The patient was apparently more aware than the nurse 
that this different role (that of a uniformed employee), 
would alter the basis of the relationship considerably more 
than the nurse had anticipated. The patient's fears of ter-
mination in May were expressed in the form of mistrust and 
resentment ••• ni didn't think you were coming todaytt and ttWhy 
do you bother with me? You have money; you're smart; 
you're a nurse; ••• I have nothing; I'm stupid, ppor, and 
crazy. Why don't you leave me alone?tt She also talked of 
getting discharged from the hospital in an attempt to leave 
the nurse before the nurse had an opportunity to leave her. 
The nurse's anxiety regarding termination was most 
clearly demonstrated in August. She felt guilty about leav-
ing the patient, and this guilt was enhanced by the realiza-
tion of her decreased involvement throughout the summer. In 
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addition to separation from her patient, the nurse was faced : 
also with the problem of terminating the many other relati 
ships she had formed during her summer employment at the 
pital. The termination of some of these relationships c 
the nurse to feel guilty. She was sad to end them all. 
These feelings aroused in the nurse, resulted in the nurse's 
giving their resolution prime importance at the expense of 
the patient's anxious feelings. To foster the feeling that 
she had been worthwhile and truly needed, she encouraged the 
patient's dependency on her. To allay her guilt, she refused 
to allow the patient to talk about her dependency to any 
great extent and therefore undercut the possibility of the 
patient's working through this problem. 
It is unusual that the opportunity arises to correct 
such a situation. Having had such an opportunity, the nurse 
was fortunate to be able to relate with the patient for an-
other three months; thereby being able to work through her 
own guilt and need to be needed, and help the patient to -ex-
press and understand her dependency. In December, the pa-
tient again attempted to express her dependency ••• ui don't 
know how I'm going to be able to get along now that my mother 
is dead. I was so dependent on her. She visited me and 
brought me things, and now I don't know what to do without 
her. 1* The writer feels that, in saying these things, the 
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patient wag actually speaking of the nurse rather.than her 
mother. This is validated by the fact that, in reality, her 
mother very rarely either visited her or· brought her things, 
and the patient had been virtually "getting along without 
her" for a number of yearS•••perhaps even for all of her life 
The last two meetings with the patient (December 11 and 18, 
1959) may be seen to have accomplished the dual purpose of 
resolution of the patient's dependency needs and reduction of 
the nurse's guilt• 
Therapeutic Changes 
Throughout the relationship, gross behavior changes 
were not apparent. Therapeutic changes were not dramatic, 
but are felt to have occurred• Behavior changes may be ex-
emplified by the patient's increasing ability to relate to 
others in a sufficiently acceptable fashion to be granted in~ 
creasing hospital privileges• When the patient was first 
seen by the writer, she was on a locked ward where she was 
permitted no outdoor or weekend privileges. Within four 
months, she was going home for weekends; in eight months, she 
was transferred to an-open ward, working in the hospital 
cafeteria, and allowed ground privileges. In the next to 
:Last meeting, the patient made some attempt to reorganize 
deluded thinking to conform with reality ••• uyou•ve helped 
u 
to think that maybe I'm ~ot really hy~~otized; but I•m still 
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It is heped that this slXPgieal division of' the hospital~ 
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plaeement will help in her pr~paration for living ~ the 
e®:mmtw.tity outside the hospital• 
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CHAPTER V 
•. 
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
. 
Summary 
As was stated in Chapter II, it is felt that educa-
tional and therapeutic values are so closely interrelated 
that separation of these elements is impossible. The nurse'~~ 
learning influences her interaction in a nurse-patient re-
lationship• This, in turn, influences the learning and inter~ 
action of the patient. To concentrate on the aspects of the 
relationship studied which were considered to be of educa-
tional value, is to concentrate on those aspects which were 
of therapeutic benefit to the patient. Several such values 
have been abstracted from the diary of the relationship and 
discussed in Chapter IV· 
It was learned that: 
1· Apparently random and meaningless conversation is sig-
nificant and can be utilized by the nurse in the direc-
tion of therapeutic value for the patient• 
2• A pat~ent's ability to accept may be a therapeutic 
measU!'ement. 
The nurse can facilitate emotional catharsis by encour-
aging the expression of negative feelings. 
I ~ -4> I' The nurse· can meet the dependent needs of the patient, ~~ 
she supports and works toward independence• 
,, 
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5· No element of the relationship can be used therapeutical~ 
ly until the nurse has solved her own problems in the 
area under consideration• . 
6· A balance within the nurse of a giving attitude and a 
limit-setting one is essential. 
7• The nurse must recognize and resolve her own excessive 
"mothering" needs to avoid undue emphasis of these in a 
therapeutic relationship· 
8· Separation fears will be expressed by the patient and it 
is necessary to work these throu~h as they oocu~. 
Conclusions 
1· Insights can be gained into the behavior, feelings, and 
verbalizations of both patient and nurse through an in-
tensive relationship• 
2· A close relationship with a nurse is a potentially use-
ful tool in effecting positive behavioral changes in a 
chronically ill schizophrenic. 
3~ It is a function of nu~sing and nursing education to 
foster personality development of its practitioners in 
the direction of maturity. 
4• Positive and useful methods of interrelating emerge from 
understanding the situation• As the nurse identifies 
what is going on she both expands her own insights and 
. 
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helps the patient to grow. 
Understanding what is involved in nurse-patient relation· 
ships is achieved predominantly through direct participaj 
tion in such relationships• 
6. Supervision of a nurse-patient relationship by a neutral 
person is helpful in providing a climate in which the 
nurse is able to achieve insights and support. 
7• A well kept diary which is periodically and retrospectivE-
ly analyzed is a helpful tool for the nurse to use in 
gaining insights into the nurse-patient relationship• 
Recommendations 
1· That follow-up studies be done to determine the lasting 
effect of therapeutic benefits inherent in a nurse-
patient relationship• 
2· That the case-study method of studying nurse-patient re- . 
lationships be expanded to include more patients in 
order to insure further validation of the usefulness o~ 
this method• 
3. That supervision provided for by nursing administration 
be a required part o~ all' intensive nurse-patient re-
lationships and that this supervision ideally be ob-
tained by the nurse• 
That studies be conducted to describe and evaluate the 
I 
,, 
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alternate methods of supervision in nurse-patient rela-
tionships• 
5· That experiential education in the area of nurse-patient , 
relationships be provided for students of nursing• 
6. That a diary kept by the nurse of her intensive patient 
relationships be a required part of the process, and 
that this diary be periodically analyzed by the nurse to 1 
help her gain insights into the relationship• 
i 
i 
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APPENDIX I 
Diary of the Relationship 
November 13: I became interested in Mary because of the de-
luded material that she immediately presented to me. My 
.initial reactions were that I would. be able to establish a 
relationship with this patient easily since she verbal+zed 
freely and that I became intellectually curious about the 
meaning of her delusions• I thought that I was comfortable 
during this first meeting until she shook my hand on some 
bargain (which I didn't understand) and quickly commented~ 
"Are you nervous?" I then became aware that I ~ feeling 
uncomfortable and was able to answer her question honestly. 
She tried to assure me that she would love me by emphasizing 
the fact that she loved everybody and bad unusual capacity 
for great kindness to everyone. At the same time she very 
directly warned me by threatening that sometimes she tells 
people she hates them and even slaps them, that she doesn't 
really.hate them, and doesn't know why she behaves this way. 
liif I ever tell you that I bate you, please don't believe 
me.u Mary expressed her suspicions of me as early as our 
first meeting by asking me if I understood myself, was I 
self aware• These suspicions she repeatedly verbalized by 
asking similar questions throughout the early stages of our 
relationship• 
so. 
November 18: Today I found Mary's anger difficult to cope 
with and accept. She became angry at me when I encouraged 
her to talk about her associations of ttvulgartf with procre-
ation and angry at another patient who began talking about 
sex. My feelings were mainly those of inadequacy. 
Later she tried to eXpress her feelings of turmoil to 
me: tiirm very upset. I wish I could remember what about. 
Why am I upset?n. "Are you upset because I c~me? Maybe it 
makes you uncomfortable that I want to be your friend?fl. 
"I never had a friend before • Nobody 1 s ever loved me." She , 
then became quite depressed and confused, crying and moaning~ • 
fiWhy'l Why did God do this to me? n etc. I was puzzled and 
helpless during this episode, but not unduly uncomfortable, 
probably because I was not yet more than superficially in-
volved. She resented my sensed feelings at one point by 
looking up angrily, brushing her tears away quickly, and 
saying, ttnon •t think I feel sorry for myself either. I don r~, i 
want my pity, or yours, or anyone else' s• 11 
As she was crying, I began experiencing very strongly ! 
the feeling that Mary could get better. I found that I had 
an intense desire to let her know how I felt and e.xpressed 
my conviction to her. She asked for support by saying, "Yes 
maybe I can get better, but I can't do it by myself· 11 
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November 26: Mary showed some jealousy when I greeted sever 
al patients during our walk. "You know everybody around 
here, don't you? 11 She expressed dissatisfaction with our 
relationship when she said, tli don 1 t f'eel as though I know 
you very welltt; and verbalized her suspicions of' my motives 
in seeing her by asking many questions about school and what 
I am studying• 
Today I was bored. An examination of' this feeling 
revealed it to be related to the f'act that Mary was more ra-
tional, less deluded, and less lfsick11 today •• ·inferring 
therefore, that she was less dependent on me. Recognition 
of the above feelings revealed the error of' my judement to 
me, and I was able to overcome similar feelings in future 
visits• 
December 4: Mary showed her suspicions by testing me in a 
most unco:mf'ortable way. "You're going to be a psychiatric 
nurse• You study all these things• What would you say is 
the matter with me?tr My disco:mf'ort was increased when re-
directing her question and evasion were rejected by her• 
An answer was demanded and my inadequacies were revealed. 
Now perhaps we know where we stand· It has been discovered. 
that I have no magic wand· Both of us thought that I did· 
We are both disappointed. 
l=er=r=======================~=== 
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December 10: Mary is still very concerned about why I am 
spending so much time with her and what my function is in 
our relationship• She reiterated questions about my quali-
fications and what I am studying• 
December 11: A successrul manipulation occurred today when 
Mary asked me when I would next come to see her• I told her 
it was possible that I'd come on Tuesday, but probably not 
until Thursday. She grinned and said that she would expect 
me on Tuesday. The manipulation was successful because I 
felt so grateful for her apparent expression or confidence 
in me• 
December 16: Mary forgot my name when attempting to intro- I 
duce me to a patient-friend· It would seem as though she 
were testing my acceptance of her. Will I like her even if 
she tlforgetstt my name? It is more likely that in forgetting ' 
my name, she is expressing her unwillingness and/or diffi-
culty in getting involved with another human being• 
December 18: This was our last meeting before Christmas 
vacation• Mary began rejecting me by relating to me only OD 
a superficial level· This is something that I sensed ra ~I 
than something for which I can show concrete evidence. I 
' 
=e 
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felt that she was making appropriate but shallow responses• 
As we walked, she became less and less appropriate in these 
responses and more and more deluded 7 showing perhaps 7 her 
anxiet1 about my leaving her. She further rejected me by 
saying she felt sick today and didn't lfwant to be bothered 
associating with anyone or being with peoplett, quickly de-
fending this admission by adding, ni like walking and talk-
ing with you7 though. It helps me to rela.x.n 
I accompanied Mary to the Christmas party and was 
terribly ~pressed by her mastery of her apparent extreme 
and difficult-to-control anger (which I believed was at me 
for leaving her). I asked her why she was angry. She 
didn't know. ttAre you angry at me do you think? Because 
if you were it would be all right.u She denied this but in 
a way that affirmed it all the more strongly in my mind· 
*'Are you angry at these people giving you this party?tt ttyes 
I'Want to go to the parties that I want to go to•••not be-
! 
cause I have to go. I want to give my own parties if I want', 
and not be forced to go to someone else's•" It should be 
noted that I strongly encouraged her to go to the party. 
Furthermore, our relationship has, practically speaking, 
been my part1 rather than hers. 
J'anuary 6: After vacation, Mary had Uforgottentt that I was 
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coming today. This seems to be further evidence of her re-
luctance to involve herself in a relationship· She must not 
allow herself to care enough to remember when I'm coming to 
see her• 
Januarx 8: Mary verbalized her difficulty in talking to me: 
"No, I can talk to you, •• it's just that I feel···funny when 
I'm with you ••• I mean•··I don't know what I mean. I mean 
you take me for walks and you give me things ••• but ••• n At 
one point while describing her feelings toward me, she took 
out her purse, went through it, and got a ciggrette, ignor-
ing mine on the table in front of her which I had offered 
and which she had been smoking previously. 
Later, she talked of the hospital personnel, doctors, 
nurses, and attendants. ttThey 1re trained, they're kind, and , 
they want to help, but they don't really understand us. I 
wish they were as smart as they think they are. They don't 
even underst~nd thems~lves~ never mind sick people. It's 
good though, because at leas_t they 1re trying to understand·'l 
I felt that our previous conversation had been resumed··• 
only now, I was trthey". 
January 20: After I had missed a meeting due to illness, 
Mary was extremely hostile, angry, and furious at the situ-
ation in which she .found herself· She said that she didn't 
think that I was coming today. I wondered i.f she thought 
I might still be sick· "No, I didn't .figure you were still 
sick, I just didn't expect you. That's all·tt She wanted to 
be transferred to the ward next door which was a nbadlf ward 
.for "punishment"• When I asked i.f she wanted to punish her-
self for something, she replied, ttr rj;ay as well be punished, 
I'm not getting anything herellt 
I mentioned that I had taken a .final examination 
yesterday, which she interpreted to mean that I was .finished 
school and therefore leaving her. When I clarified the is~ 
sue, she related an anecdote about a 11psychiatrio nurse If who 
,. 
got married and left nursing immediately after .finishing 
school •• 
This meeting was characterized by Mary's extreme . 
.feelings o.f resentment and hostility towards me. Her use of 1: ,, 
excessive verbalization to l) e:x:press her hostile .feelings 1: 
and at the same tlme, 2) to de .fend herself against. hostile j! 
actions made me extremely uncomfortable. I was involved to 
the extent o.f listening avidly and supporting her by virtue 
o.f making a sounding board o.f myself • This left me utterly 
exhausted by the end o.f the meeting• It was difficult for 
me to deal with such hostile .feelings, and particularly so 
since I .felt them to be related to my absence last time• 
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February 5: Having missed a week due to between-semester 
vacation, I found Mary waiting for me by the door when I ar-
rived. She took my hand saying, t!I've misse.d you. tt It 
wasn't until I asked her what she'd been doing in my absence 
that she said with a grin, tti went home overnight on satur-
dayl lf It was the .first time she had been out of the hospi ta: 
since her readmission in May. 
February 10: Mary greeted me by putting her arm around my 
waist and verbalizing how glad she was to see me• During 
our conversation over co.f.fee, I began to notice Mary begin-
ning to become ttupsettt and flnervoustt• I could not determine 
at what point her attitude began changing nor could I de-
termine any reason .for the change. This puzzled me and led 
me to wonder i.f I had done something wrong or said something 
to upset her• She began to be bizarre, angry, and deluded• 
Because she complained o.f a shoulder injury that "no one 
paid any attention tou, I of'fered to "take a look at ittt, 
had her remove her blouse, and checked the arm f'or bruises, 
,motion, and pain· Following this, she asked me to button 
: 
' 
her blouse which I was able to do comfortably. Soon follow- : 
ing this incident, Mary became excessively verbal and delud-
ed···speaking chief'ly of her sexual phantasies regarding a 
f'emale redheaded hairdresser with whom she had had a rela-
. 
. 
tionship when in another section o:f the hospital and her de- ' 
lusions regarding having had se~ual intercourse with God. 
I was reasonably comfortable throughout this visit 
and my :feelings regarding it were not conceptualized until 
several days later. Then I :felt e~tremely uncomfortable in 
hypothesising that perhaps she was expressing (and at the 
same time trying to deny) a homose~ual attraction to me. 
This :fear was resolved somewhat when I recalled that at the 
end o:f the visit I had put my arm around her waist in order 
to lead her back to the ward and that this action was :fol-
lowed by an ~ediate decrease in verbalizing deluded materi-
al and an apparent decrease in an~iety by Mary. The motion 
on my part was apparently seen by Mary as a loving control 
and a limit-setting one rather than a response to a homo-
se~ual seduction• 
February 17: Mary's mother had promised to visit her on 
Sunday, having been unable to have her home :for the weekend· 
However, her mother disappointed her by not :ful:filiing the 
promise. I encouraged Mary to e~press her anger at her 
mother. This she was able to do to some e~tent• She e.:x:-
pressed surprise that I had come to see her today and then 
seemed suddenly to realize that I was not her mother. She 
expressed :fear that I would leave her if she verbalized her 
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hostility directly to me. I attempted to reassure her that 
her hosti1ity would not drive me away, and I encouraged her 
to express any such ~eelings• This she remains unable to do 
February 19: Today Mary ttsheepishly" asked me to come ~or a 
longer period o~ time and to spend a whole day with her. 
She also told me that the purse I had given her as a small 
gift was beginning to fall apart. I ~elt that she was very 
angry with me ~or not spending enough time with her and ~or 
) 
having given her a cheap purse which fell apart; yet all 
that she was able to verbalize directly was how wonder~ul 
Februar;y: 24: I arrived at the hospital in the morning for a 
con~erence, but did not see Mary until the afternoon• In 
' 
the meantime, Mary had heard that I had been in the building , 
When I arrived to see her, she said, uWhen I heard you had 
been here and I hadn't seen you, I ~elt very disappointed. 
I thought you wouldn't come.tt "I imagine you must have been 
very angry with me ~or being in the hospital and not coming 
to visit you·" nNo, I wasn't mad at you, but I ~elt badly. 
I was very disappointed." It is ~rustrating to me to con-
tinually encourage Mary to express the hostility which I am 
convinced she ~eels toward me and ~ind her still unable to 
------------------------~---
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trust me enough to be able to do this. 
March 3: Our conversation today seemed to be geared mostly 
around giving and limit-setting• Mary asked me to set limits 
for her in many ways: 1) by relating an anecdote about a 
nurse who ~ her sit down when she was pacing and express-
ing appreciation for this control, 2) by talking of parents 
who make Ttspoiled brats" of their children by always giving, 
3) by refusing my offer to buy her cigarettes, and 4) by ex-
pressing apprecaiation for my allowing her the independence 
to light her own cigarettes• 
She also talked of being sick as being like a baby 
and needing to be given things. She appeared (as well as 
asking for controls) to be working out her ambivilance in 
relation to accepting things from me and my giving• Some 
~bings she needs, wants, and feels she must have; but on the 
other hand, she wants independence. ttyou are only well when 
you can be independent•lf 
March 17: While talking over a cup of coffee, I told Mary 
that I was planning to go to the Saint Patrick's Day Parade 
in the afternoon with some friends• When she expressed a-
desire to go home today because nit's a holidaytr, I began to 
feel guilty that I was go:tng to a parade and not taking her 
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along• I then began to suppress her talk of the holiday by 
reminding her that she would be going home for the weekend• 
Back on the ward later, Mary began to show anger 
astonishingly fast. She complained a great deal about the 
physical surroundings of the hospital and made me very un-
comfortable by her angry affect. I felt unable at the time 
to relate her anger to my going to the parade without her 
and merely agreed with her realistic complaints, squeezed 
her hand in parting, and said earnestly, "Behave yourself"• 
I was really quite concerned that she might ttblow up" when 
I left and was quite relieved to see her friend Henrietta 
pacing with her on the porch· This eased my guilty con-
science and allowed me to enjoy the afternoon• 
March 19: At today's meeting, I was able to verbalize my 
feelings of what had been going on in our relationship on 
Saint Patrick's day. "You seemed very angry when I left••• 
at those coats and things• I'm sorry you didn't get to the 
parade too• I suppose you were mad that your mother wouldn' 
take you home and I wouldn't take you to the parade· I felt 
badly that you were angry and couldn't go out, but was glad 
to see Henrietta walking with you to 'blow off some steam' tt. 
April 2: Today Mary gave me three water color paintings 
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which she had done fo~ me. One, the outline of a man's 
figure, particula~ly inte~ested me. She dese~ibed the pic-
ture: ttThis is a man•••mY boyf'~iend· No, it's ~eally Saint 
Pat~ick. I painted him because I wanted to go to the pa~ade 
but my mothe~ wouldn't take me. You could have taken me 
home on that day so I could have gone. My mother said the 
pa~ade wasn't any good anyway. The g~een jacket is for 
Saint Pat~ick's day. The head is blue because it's my boy-
f~iend· I hate blue and I don't like my boyf~iend; that's 
why it's blue.n I believe that my having suggested these 
feelings to her at our last meeting made them easie~ fo~ he 
to exp~ess on this occasion• Using the picture as a 
also seemed easie~ than a mo~e direct method of' telling me 
that she wanted me to take he~ home• 
April 7: Today Mary ~elated at length a fantastic sto~y of 
having received three engagement ~ings while home f'or a 
weekend and having made P,.;t.ans to be married to one of' these 
beaus (a psychiat~ist) at Ghristmastime. As well as invit-
ing me to he~ wedding, she asked. if I would be a b~idesmaid 
I had mo~e than ordin~y dif'ficulty in handling this be-
cause 1) I do not understand its significance, and 2) I ha 
some strong feelings about what this appears on the surf'ace 
to be (i.e., 11telling sto~ies 11 to impress slilllleone). It is 
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possible that she is attempting to identify herself as a fe-
male and more particularly with me by being married, and it 
is equally possible that this is some kind of an attempt at 
compensating for my suspected desertion of her. (She later 
told me that her friend Henrietta will be discharged in a 
month, an equally unrealistic phantasy.). All Mary's talk 
of her wedding plans, etc., made me extremely uncomfortable 
and yet the prospect of questioning her about it and nbring-
ing it 0ut in the open" seemed· even more uncomfortable. 
Shortly following this conversation (or rather, mono- 1 
logue), Mary related a memory of going swimming one summer 
with a fat girl. ur pushed her into the deep water and told 
her to float. I had to pull her all the way in because she 
couldn't swim. Boy, was I tired pulling her so far; she was 
so fat!n This incident daused me to wonder if perhaps Mary 
feels burdened with my problems and my resultant inability to 
handle hers. 
As the time approached for me to leave, she reminded 
• me to be sure to come on Thursday to meet her boyfriend and 
come home with them. I assured her that I wouldn't forget, 
that "I always come on Thursdays.u She rather directly in-
validated my remark by mentioning how much she had missed me 
during vacation week and when I had b~en sick. nyou never 
know how mueh you enjoy something until you don't have it.tt 
........ ----------------------~-
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Later she casually mentioned that a classmate of mine had 
come out to visit ~ patient during vacation week, thus ex-
pressing one of her first evidences of jealousy. 
' April 2: It is becoming increasingly apparent that Mary is 
attempting to deal with her feelings about my leaving her. 
ttYou never know how much you like something until you lose 
it. Things pass so quickly when you don't want them to.n I 
reminded her that I would be employed at the hespital during 
the summer and planned to continue seeing her even though 
school won't be in session. 
There was an opportunity given me by Mary to refer to 
our last meeting which had made me so uncomfortable. In dis-
cussing honesty, Mary said, ni think people should be honest 
about things, don't you?tt and asked me to tell her if her 
constant talking ever nannoyedu me. I admitted that some-
times her excessive verbalization made me uncomfortable and 
that I had been particularly uncomfortable on Tuesday, but 
that it was also uncomfortable for me to admit this. 
April 1~: Soon after I reiterated the conditions of my sum-
mer employment and reassured Mary I would be continuing to 
see her, she began talking about the possibility of her get-
ting an off-grounds job and having her mother sign her out of 
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the hospital. Bot!;l of these possibilities seem quite unreal-~ 
istic at this time and it seems that such phantasies are re-
lated to a suspected desertion by me. Mary apparently expect 
me to leave her at the end of the semester in spite of my re-
assurances and is making plans to leave me first. She ex-
pressed such fears in the form of verbalizing her sorrow that 
her friend Henrietta is leaving her when she is discharged 
this month, an unrealistic anq remote possibility. 
April 16: In the attitude of confiding a great secret, Mary 
today informed me that she had heard a rumor to the effect 
that she (Mary) would soon be discharged. 
April 22: Since today was Mary's birthday, I made a surprise 
visit. She seemed somewhat more depressed than usual and 
continued to express fears of being left. 
April 23: Most of today's visit was spent in Mary's present-
ing me with a baraga of deluded material, sexual phantasies, 
and confused verbalization. Her ambivalent feelings toward 
me were expressed in much of her conversation about her 
mother and a nurse in the hospital. nMy mother doesn't und 
stand me. She thinks I'm supposed to be a slave for her 
around the house when I go homen ••• but ••• ur love my mother 
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much. Some day I'll be rich and be able to pay her back for 
all she's given me.n Some of her feelings about me were ex-
pressed a little more directly than this. For example: 
ttPeople are what's the matter with this world. They don't 
care about anybody but themselves.n At one point during this 
word-barrage, she abruptly turned to me, demanding, rt Are you 
afraid of me?tt When I replied in the negative, she answered, 
uThat's good; because if you were, I 1 d be afraid of myself.tt 
It seems as though Mary is unable to decide whether I can be 
trusted enough to get close to. Then again~. perhaps she is 
angry and disgusted with herself for having already allowed 
herself to become closer than is comfortable for her, and is 
trying to frighten me away. As I left her, she thanked me 
for coming saying, ffThank you for being annoyed to come to 
see me. 11 
April 28: Mary expressed some suspici~n of me by asking abo 
my.qualifications and mentioning that ur didn't think you 
coming todaytt, but most of her verbalized feelings toward me 
were quite positive. For the first time since I've been 
visiting her, she felt comfortable enough to ask me to leave 
her some cigarettes. 
May 14~ Mary has begun to work in the hospital cafeteria 
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this .week. 
May 21: Today our conversation was mainly concerned with my 
changing status when I next see Mary. As I explained to her 
just when I would begin working and that I would be the head 
nurse on her ward, she demonstrated her extreme ambivalance 
by commenting, uoh, I hope you don't get hit or anything!tt. 
dune 2: During my absence Mary's mother died. Mary seems to 
show some genuine grie~ in relation to her mother's death, 
but remains calm, lucid, and reality oriented. My ~eelings 
were not unduly strong in regard to this matter. Mary has 
apparently dissociated any very intense ~eelings she might 
have so that both o~ us remain com~ortable in talking about 
it. 
June 4: Although Mary has mentioned that she will miss me 
when I leave, talk along this line seems largely superf'icial. 
Most o~ her verbalization is regarding her delusion of' being 
hypnotized. 
June 22: · Today Mary described a conversation she reportedly 
had with the doctor recently. ttHe asked me a lot of ques-
tions like, 'Do you hear voices? '• •• I told him 'no •, even 
: 
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though I really do.tt I was quite surprised at this admission 
wondering 1) why she's never mentioned it before, and 2) 
why she was telling me now. We talked at length about her 
voices and it occurred to me that this is the first of our 
conversations that I have entered with any interest since my 
employment in the hospital. My interests are frequently di-
verted elsewhere and it is often difficult to maintain an ac-
tive interest in Mary. Apparently I have fallen victim to 
my former problem of only being interested in Mary when she 
is sick enough so that her need for help is obvious. 
e June 23: Most of Mary's verbalization today was in what I 
call her characteristic tthightt manner. This may be best des-
cribed by referring to speech which is characterized by an 
extremely angry affect but with a smile on her face. To 
illustrate: 
Mary: uThere•s nothing the matter with me, is there! 
Do you think there • s anything wrong with me ?tt 
_(smiling) 
Nurse: nwhat is the matter with you, Mary?tt 
Mary: ttN othing ••• There ' s nothing the matter with me! 
What do you think is wrong with me?tt (still smiling} 
uHow about what you told me ye-sterday?1t 
After some discussion of her voices which was all in 
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terms of ttthe hypnotist,n Mary reiterated her desire to 
marry her psychiatrist beau. 
Nurse: ttWhat are you afraid of, Mary?H 
ttBecause I'm going to go off my nut again. I want to 
have a seclusion room in my house ••• 11 
Mary was apparently making a supreme effort to control 
her anger. It seems as though the wider she is grinning, the 
angrier she appears to be. I believe that some of this anger 
is directly related to my decreasing involvement with her and 
that she is jealous of my attention to other patients on the 
ward. This seems to be a difficult problem for both of us • 
.Tune 24: Today Mary was transferred to the open ward up-
stairs • 
.July 22: The major content of our meetings this month has 
been concerned with Mary's attempts to convince me that her i 
deluded thinking is reality. At times I felt as though I 
were beginning to get caught up in her feelings of being con-
trolled by the hypnotist •••. at least to the point of wondering 
about the epistemology .of being ttcontrolledu and Mary's real-
ly ttnot being herse1fn. Today Mary quite directly pleaded, 
tti want so much for you to believe me."' For the most part, I 
have been able to allow her to ventilate her deluded beliefs 
without either agreeing with or directly criticizing them. 
e.g., ttit's really not important whether I believe you or 
not. 'What is important is how you feel about these things.n 
Today appeared the first apparent doubt in her convictions 
in the form of a slip: 11God wants to fool people that I 
really am hypnotized. tt I questioned her use of the wora 
nfooln, which·she denied with a guilty smile. 
August 5: I missed an appointed meeting with Mary due to a 
death in my family. A third party explained to her that I 
had been called out of town, but no further explanation was 
given her. 
August 10: This afternoon, I dame upon Mary in the super-
visor's office where she was having first-aid treatment for 
some superficial hand and wrist wounds ••• inflicted as a re-
sult of having put her fist through a window pane. I stayed 
with her immediately following this episode. I sat on the 
porch bench upstairs while Mary attempted to calm herself. 
At first she knelt on the floor, clung to the porch screen, 
and screamed loud~y that she wanted to die, couldn't live 
without her dead mother, etc. Eventually she came and sat 
with me and I attempted to calm he! by encouraging her to 
explore the motivation of her behavior. She revealed that 
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she had had an argument with her sister during her week-end 
visit and that she had been reprimanded at the hospital gard 
en that .morning-for ttworking too slawly11 , but said. nothing. 
about my having left unexpectedly on Wednesday. When she •. 
suddenly asked if I would take her out for coffee, I agreed 
.... eautioning her to retain control of herself. She., later 
expressed surprise that. I agreed to take her out even though 
she was nupsettt. Upon returning to the building, Mary asked 
me to· put her in a seclusion room lest she tthit:·the nurse up 
stairsn and/or break more windows. I didn't feel that this 
was advisable, but she finally persuaded me to seclude her 
f0r one hour in an unlocked room. 
My original feelings regarding this meeting were 
mainly those of great disappointJI!,ent in Mary for having u ........ - ....... 
backn so suddenly. However, I later learned to feel that 
perhaps this was the only outlet available to Mary at this 
time and.that it was a healthy.outlet When opposed to intro-
jection of such feelings •. I was also originally opposed to 
the seclusion.since I had learned to view seclusion as a pun-
ishment and felt negative in regard to using it in this.mat-
ter. Yet·, Mary apparently saw seclusion as control and pro-
tectlon, and wanted protection from herself •• as well as to be 
alone with her feelings until she became more confident of 
her own self-control. 
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August 17: Mar.Y has seemed uhighu all week. She has talked 
only of the hypnotist controlling her and the fact that 
nnothing is wrongtt with her. She constantly asks me for 
dimes for phone calls and has on several occasions insisted 
that I call her brother for her in the evening. This I have 
done in spite of the fact that it makes me extremely uncom-
fortable to relay her messages to him. Her increased demands 
seem to indicat·e her increased dependence on me and a des-
perate attempt to involve me with her more closely. 
Mary is expecting me to leave next week, and as a re-
sult is displaying increasing hostility towards me. Tpis is 
'-' illustrated best when she calls me by t.he name of the nurse 
who left in June, and upon recalling my name, explains to me 
how much she disliked that nurse. I feel extremely guilty 
about leaving her, especially in view of her increased de-
pendence, but remain unable to talk about these things with 
her • 
.August 22: Mary and I left my ttfarewell partytt to have coff 
together. Conversation remained light and superficial and 
did not touch upon the subjectof termination. When it was 
time for me to go, she walked me to my car with the student-
nurses and kissed me on the cheek as I left. 
.. 
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October 5: M~ry was surprised to see that I had returned. 
I explained that my field-work was concerned with attendant 
teaching and I wouldn't have much time to see her but that 
we could ttget together now and thenn. 
October 12: Mary was transferred to the locked ward again. 
She has been tthighu since I left in August and her personal 
hygiene has become too unconventional for it to be convenient 
to keep her on an open ward. Because I felt extremely guilty 
about this and about the poor way I handled the termination 
period in August, I made another commitment to Mary to see 
~ her for one hour a week through December. 
October 29: (Mary is again upstairs on the open ward). 
In the context of a discussion of city and country 
living, Mary asked if I'd like to live in the country. When 
I replied that I'd enjoy it for awhile, but that I'd miss the 
people and that I liked people, she commented that ~ didn't 
like people. Later she said that she guessed she had friends 
but she didn't feel very friencfily. I asked, ttWhy not tell 
the 'people? ttt. 
Since I began to feel very strongly that the time has 
come to get down to business, I began an attempt to force the 
issue. ·r asked her what she thought of our relationship and 
my coming to see her. When she replied in her usual fashion 
(i.e., tti think it's very nice ••• u etc.), I added, ttonly you 
don't feel friendly today.n ••• 11No, it's not that .... u etc. 
Finally I became exasperated. She hedged, changed the subj 
and over-verbalized. While speaking of herself as a poor 
conversationalist, I introjected, uoh nonsense Mary, you run 
conversations! You can as easily get off a subject you don't 
want to face as anyone I've ever seen.n From this point on, 
I directed the conversation to her angry feelings at me. I 
reminded her when she changed'the subject, nyou're changing 
the subject, Mary!" She asked me at one point why I had 
·~ picked her to come to visit. I reminded her that she had 
frequently asked this and similar questions which indicated 
her distrust and suspicion of me. I told her that I felt 
she wasn't sure how I felt about her and wanted to be reas-
sured. She did not deny this but remained silent. I said, 
t~ould it help Mary, if I told you again how I feel about our 
visits?n ••• uYes it wouldn. ·I explained quite frankly that I 
chose her because I was required to choose someone for my 
field work. I further elaborated that just why it was she 
whom I chose was difficult to determine. I found her appeal-
ing for undetermined reasons. I also felt that her excessive 
verbalizations were interesting. I frankly told mer that my 
interest was at first mostly plain enemotional curiosity. 
' 
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ttNow-I've learned to dare, Mary. As I-'ve gotten.to know you 
better and become more involved with you, I began to care~·· 
more. and more. Now I care very much about you. I don't 
know if you can understand that or n0t ••• that somebody cares! 
I told her it was· alright if she became angry sometimes or 
'didn't feel friendly!. Itd come back to see her anyWay, be-
cause I cared, 
Mary, amazingly, remained silent throughout and seemed 
to be actually listening. 
I was angry ••• at her for not expressing her feelings 
and at myself for always having all0wed her to do this and 
never setting limits. 
This was a short visit, but one that I felt.was very 
satisfactory, since I felt that I at least had accomplished 
something ••• even if she didn"t. 
Mary remained unable to tell me she was suspicious of 
or angry with me. However, she did not deny it when I told 
her that I thought perhaps thi.s was the case. As I left, I 
asked her to think about some of the·things· I'd said and~ 
asked her about. 
November 2: Mary was not at our appointed meeting place, and 
I had to go looking for her. I found her finally, lying on ~ 
bench outside. She appeared not to recognize me at first, 
- --------
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and when I sat with her, she talked in a depressed manner 
about her mother's death. After about twenty minutes, she 
rose, said, tti have to go now; Goodbyen, and left me sitting 
there. 
I felt somewhat depressed due to Mary's rejection of 
, me. It seemed obviously related to last week's incident; 
but I retain confidence that Mary can work through the feel-
ings that my harsh words of reality must hav~ aroused in her. 
November 12: Today Mary was much more cheerful and her nold 
selfn. When she gave evidences of having ttforgottentt our 
last two meetings, I reminded her of what had transpired then 
and asked her what she thought of it in an attempt to work 
through this phase of our relationship. When she resisted 
doing this, I felt too uncomfortable to consider pushing it 
further. 
Nov~mber 19: Mary is now talking of applying for a job out-
side of the hospital. I feel that this is unrealistic at 
.i this time and is mainly an effort to soften the blow of my 
i leaving her, but have nonetheless encouraged this kind of 
. thinking. When I offered some assistance in helping her to 
find a job, I admired and respected her bid for independence 
refusing my aid... ni want to do it myself. tt 
.I 
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November 23: We talked today about the difficulty of finding' 
a job ••• especially for a ttmental patienttt and about her feel-
ings of inadequacy in regard to working. She seems to be 
working through her dependency on our relationship and is 
able to recognize these feelings. She was even able to talk 
about her desire to find another nurse to work with her when 
I leave and said, ni'll miss you when you go.u 
December 11: Mary was not at our appointed meeting place, 
I made a thoDoUgh search of the building and grounds before 
finding her in the hospital beauty parlor. She said she'd 
Uforgottenn I was coming today and when I reminded her that 
I'd only be seeing her once more after today, she said, tti 
guess that's why I forgotn. 
Conversation centered around Mary's missing her mother 
now that she's dead with my attempting to relate this to my 
approaching departure. When I asked her what she thought 
she'd gotten out of our relationship, she expressed her ap--
preciation of the opportunity to vent her feelings and her 
increased ability to make friends with patients and personnel 
egarding her delusions Mary said, ttYou've helped me to think 
that maybe I'm not really hYPnotized ••• but I 1m still not so 
sure about i t.n This conversation seemed to help Mary to re-
olve her dependency needs somewhat and greatly reduced my 
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guilt feelings in leaving her. 
December 18: Today's last meeting seemed almost to be a 
summary of our whole relationship. When I gave her a Christ-
mas present, she looked up sadly and said, noh ••• I have noth-
ing for you.n We talked of her earlier problem of receiving 
and how much more difficult this can be than giving. We 
talked also of her excessive verbalization which is still a 
problem and then of my leaving. She denied close involvement 
with me by saying formally, uThank you, Mrs. Hinestt after 
having called me by my first name for more than a year. This 
seemed an attempt to make separation less painful and I al-
lowed her this retreat. Yet she sadly exclaimed, '1 I guess 
I'll never see you again after today. I'll never forget 
you. u 
Case History 
Mary is a twenty-nine year old white single female of 
Irish descent, the next to youngest of seven siblings in a 
family of lower socio-economic status. Her formal education 
was discontinued upon completion of one year of high school 
after which she was employed as a stitcher in a garment fac-
tory until her hospitalization at the age of twenty-two years 
Her present psychiatric diagnosis is that of schizophrenic 
reaction, chronic undifferentiated type. Mary•s treatment 
included insulin therapy in January of 1953. This resulted 
in a prolonged coma of six day duration, which is considered 
to have been responsible for some organic damage. She has 
been in group therapy for the past two years. 
To illustrate the dynamics of Mary's present psychic 
conflicts, an excerpt from her chart follows: 
' 
' 
ttThis patient demonstrates weakness of the ego due to 
poor identification with inadequate parent figures, including 
a weak, alcoholic father and a domineering mother. The 
Oedipal relationship with her father seems to persist despite 
conscious awareness that he was a worthless character. This 
produces a conflict resulting in guilt feelings about sexu-
ality. These are resolved by repre-ssion of gend.tal urges and 
!regression to pregenital modes of behavior e.g., hate. The 
repression of genitality is facilitated by her own castration, 
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i.e., penis lack. Feelings of inadequacy in this sense have 
been projected to other fields, so that the patient now 
claims inferiority in intelligence, in the fact that she is 
poor, etc ••• n 
